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FB-H6OZKDS3

Punjabi concern over the RSS in India

 To read this decision in Punjabi click here. 

ਇਹ ਫ਼ਸੈਲਾ ਪੰਜਾਬੀ ਿਵਚੱ ਪੜ�ਨ ਲਈ,"ਇਥੱ◌ੇ ਕਿਲੱਕ ਕਰੋ।

Case summary

 The Oversight Board has overturned Facebook’s decision to remove a post under its 

Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standard. After the Board 

identified this case for review, Facebook restored the content. The Board expressed 

concerns that Facebook did not review the user’s appeal against its original decision. The 

Board also urged the company to take action to avoid mistakes which silence the voices 

of religious minorities. 

About the case

 In November 2020, a user shared a video post from Punjabi-language online media 

company Global Punjab TV. This featured a 17-minute interview with Professor Manjit 

Singh who is described as “a social activist and supporter of the Punjabi culture.” The 

post also included a caption mentioning Hindu nationalist organization Rashtriya 

Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and India’s ruling party Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP): “RSS is 

the new threat. Ram Naam Satya Hai. The BJP moved towards extremism.” 

 In text accompanying the post, the user claimed the RSS was threatening to kill Sikhs, a 

minority religious group in India, and to repeat the “deadly saga” of 1984 when Hindu 

mobs massacred and burned Sikh men, women and children. The user alleged that Prime 

Minister Modi himself is formulating the threat of “Genocide of the Sikhs” on advice of the

https://www.oversightboard.com/sr/decision/2021/003/Punjabi
https://www.oversightboard.com/sr/decision/2021/003/Punjabi
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Minister Modi himself is formulating the threat of Genocide of the Sikhs  on advice of the 

RSS President, Mohan Bhagwat. The user also claimed that Sikh regiments in the army 

have warned Prime Minister Modi of their willingness to die to protect the Sikh farmers 

and their land in Punjab. 

 After being reported by one user, a human reviewer determined that the post violated 

Facebook’s Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standard and removed 

it. This triggered an automatic restriction on the user’s account. Facebook told the user 

that they could not review their appeal of the removal because of a temporary reduction in 

review capacity due to COVID-19. 

Key findings

 After the Board identified this case for review, but prior to it being assigned to a panel, 

Facebook realized that the content was removed in error and restored it. Facebook noted 

that none of the groups or individuals mentioned in the content are designated as 

“dangerous” under its rules. The company also could not identify the specific words in 

the post which led to it being removed in error. 

 The Board found that Facebook’s original decision to remove the post was not consistent 

with the company’s Community Standards or its human rights responsibilities. 

 The Board noted that the post highlighted the concerns of minority and opposition 

voices in India that are allegedly being discriminated against by the government. It is 

particularly important that Facebook takes steps to avoid mistakes which silence such 

voices. While recognizing the unique circumstances of COVID-19, the Board argued that 

Facebook did not give adequate time or attention to reviewing this content. It stressed 

that users should be able to appeal cases to Facebook before they come to the Board and 

urged the company to prioritize restoring this capacity. 

 Considering the above, the Board found the account restrictions that excluded the user 

from Facebook particularly disproportionate. It also expressed concerns that Facebook’s 

rules on such restrictions are spread across many locations and not all found in the 

Community Standards as one would expect
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Community Standards, as one would expect. 

 Finally, the Board noted that Facebook’s transparency reporting makes it difficult to 

assess whether enforcement of the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy has a 

particular impact on minority language speakers or religious minorities in India. 

The Oversight Board’s decision

 The Board overturns Facebook’s original decision to remove the content. In a policy 

advisory statement, the Board recommends that Facebook: 

Translate its Community Standards and Internal Implementation Standards into 

Punjabi. Facebook should also aim to make its Community Standards accessible in all 

languages widely spoken by its users.

Restore both human review of content moderation decisions and access to a human 

appeals process to pre-pandemic levels as soon as possible, while protecting the 

health of Facebook’s staff and contractors.

Increase public information on error rates by making this viewable by country and 

language for each Community Standard in its transparency reporting.

 *Case summaries provide an overview of the case and do not have precedential value. 

Full case decision

1. Decision summary

 The Oversight Board has overturned Facebook’s decision to remove the content. The 

Board notes that, after it selected the case but before it was assigned to a panel, 

Facebook determined that the content was removed in error and restored it. The Board 

found that the content in question did not praise, support or represent any dangerous 

individual or organization. The post highlighted the alleged mistreatment of minorities in 

India by government and pro-government actors and had public interest value. The 

Board was concerned about mistakes in the review of the content and the lack of an 

effective appeals process available to the user. Facebook’s mistakes undermined the 

user’s freedom of expression as well as the rights of members of minorities in India to 
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access information. 

2. Case description

 The content touched on allegations of discrimination against minorities and silencing of 

the opposition in India by “Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh” (RSS) and the Bharatiya 

Janata Party (BJP). RSS is a Hindu nationalist organization that has allegedly been 

involved in violence against religious minorities in India. “BJP” is India’s ruling party to 

which the current Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi belongs, and has close ties with 

RSS. 

 In November 2020, a user shared a video post from Punjabi-language online media 

Global Punjab TV and an accompanying text. The post featured a 17-minute interview 

with Professor Manjit Singh, described as “a social activist and supporter of the Punjabi 

culture.” In its post, Global Punjab TV included the caption “RSS is the new threat. Ram 

Naam Satya Hai. The BJP moved towards extremism.” The media company also included 

an additional description “New Threat. Ram Naam Satya Hai! The BJP has moved 

towards extremism. Scholars directly challenge Modi!” The content was posted during 

India’s mass farmer protests and briefly touched on the reasons behind the protests and 

praised them. 

 The user added accompanying text when sharing Global Punjab TV’s post in which they 

stated that the CIA designated the RSS a “fanatic Hindu terrorist organization” and that 

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi was once its president. The user wrote that the RSS 

was threatening to kill Sikhs, a minority religious group in India, and to repeat the “deadly 

saga” of 1984 when Hindu mobs attacked Sikhs. They stated that “The RSS used the 

Death Phrase ‘Ram naam sat hai’.” The Board understands the phrase "Ram Naam Satya 

Hai" to be a funeral chant that has allegedly been used as a threat by some Hindu 

nationalists. The user alleged that Prime Minister Modi himself is formulating the threat of 

“Genocide of the Sikhs” on advice of the RSS President, Mohan Bhagwat. The 

accompanying text ends with a claim that Sikhs in India should be on high alert and that 

Sikh regiments in the army have warned Prime Minister Modi of their willingness to die to 

protect the Sikh farmers and their land in Punjab. 

 The post was up for 14 days and viewed fewer than 500 times before it was reported by 

another user for “terrorism ” A human reviewer determined that the post violated the
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another user for terrorism.  A human reviewer determined that the post violated the 

Community Standard on Dangerous Individuals and Organizations and took down the 

content, which also triggered an automatic restriction on the use of the account for a fixed 

period of time. In its notification to the user, Facebook noted that its decision was final 

and could not be reviewed due to a temporary reduction in its review capacity due to 

COVID-19. For this reason, the user appealed to the Oversight Board. 

 After the Case Selection Committee identified this case for review, but prior to it being 

assigned to a panel, Facebook determined the content was removed in error and restored 

it. The Board nevertheless proceeded in assigning the case to panel. 

3. Authority and scope

 The Board has authority to review Facebook's decision under Article 2 (Authority to 

Review) of the Board's Charter and may uphold or reverse that decision under Article 3, 

Section 5 (Procedures for review: Resolution of the Charter). Facebook has not presented 

reasons for the content to be excluded in accordance with Article 2, Section 1.2.1 (Content 

not Available for Board Review) of the Board's Bylaws, nor has Facebook indicated that it 

considers the case to be ineligible under Article 2, Section 1.2.2 (Legal obligations) of the 

Bylaws. Under Article 3, Section 4 (Procedures for Review: Decisions) of the Board's 

Charter, the final decision may include a policy advisory statement, which will be taken 

into consideration by Facebook to guide its future policy development. 

 Facebook restored the user’s content after determining their error, which likely would not 

have happened if the Board had not identified the case. In line with case decision 2020-

004-IG-UA, Facebook’s choice to restore content does not exclude the case from review. 

Concerns over why the error occurred, the harm stemming from it, and the need to ensure 

it is not repeated remain pertinent. The Board offers users a chance to be heard and 

receive a full explanation of what happened. 

4. Relevant standards

 The Oversight Board considered the following standards in its decision: 

I. Facebook’s Community Standards:

https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/dangerous_individuals_organizations
https://oversightboard.com/decision/IG-7THR3SI1/
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 Facebook’s Dangerous Individuals and Organizationspolicy explains that “in an effort to 

prevent and disrupt real-world harm, we do not allow any organizations or individuals that 

proclaim a violent mission or are engaged in violence to have a presence on Facebook.” 

The Standard further states that Facebook removes “content that expresses support or 

praise for groups, leaders, or individuals involved in these activities.” 

II. Facebook’s values:

 Facebook’s values are outlined in the introduction to the Community Standards. 

 The value of “Voice” is described as “paramount”: 

The goal of our Community Standards has always been to create a place for expression 

and give people a voice. […] We want people to be able to talk openly about the issues 

that matter to them, even if some may disagree or find them objectionable.

 Facebook may limit “Voice” in service of the values of four values, including “Safety” and 

“Dignity”: 

 “Safety” : We are committed to making Facebook a safe place. Expression that threatens 

people has the potential to intimidate, exclude or silence others and isn’t allowed on 

Facebook.

 “Dignity” : We believe that all people are equal in dignity and rights. We expect that 

people will respect the dignity of others and not harass or degrade others.

III. Human rights standards:

 The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs), endorsed by the UN 

Human Rights Council in 2011, establish a voluntary framework for the human rights 

responsibilities of private businesses. Facebook’s commitment to respect human rights 

standards in line with the UNGPs was elaborated in a new corporate policy launched in 

March 2021. The Board's analysis in this case was informed by the following human rights 

standards: 

https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/dangerous_individuals_organizations
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F04%2FFacebooks-Corporate-Human-Rights-Policy.pdf&h=AT0-i1bfZX55rO6JUBonCn73U9EHf8JJNd_vi0OarNtdbUAn1r5atopXps8LIu20zmiehz3Xh8dgeWSp8Hqejle8gDWqUTg2GEZHy8UzBx_lOvmxpIkh2vxRCqc2Oe3_NbFI5ZHJA8A
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Freedom of expression: Article 19, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ( 

ICCPR); Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 34 (2011); Special Rapporteur 

on freedom of opinion and expression, reports: A/HRC/38/35 (2018) and A/74/486 

(2019) 

The right to non-discrimination: Article 2, para. 1 and Article 26, ICCPR; Human Rights 

Committee, General Comment No. 23 (1994); General Assembly, Declaration on the 

Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, as 

interpreted in by the Independent Expert on Minority Issues in A/HRC/22/49 para. 57-58 

(2012); Special Rapporteur on Minority Issues, A/HRC/46/57 (2021) 

The right to an effective remedy: Article 2, para. 3, ICCPR; Human Rights Committee, 

General Comment 31 (2004); Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 29 

(2001); 

The right to security of person: Article 9, para. 1, ICCPR, as interpreted in General 

Comment No. 35, para. 9. 

5. User statement

 The user indicated to the Board that the post was not threatening or criminal but simply 

repeated the video’s substance and reflected its tone. The user complained about 

account restrictions imposed on them. They suggested that Facebook should simply 

delete problematic videos and avoid restricting users’ accounts, unless they engage in 

threatening or criminal behavior. The user also claimed that thousands of people engage 

with their content and called on the account to be restored immediately. 

6. Explanation of Facebook’s decision

 According to Facebook, following a single report against the post, the person who 

reviewed the content wrongly found a violation of the of the Dangerous Individuals and 

Organizations Community Standard. Facebook informed the Board that the user’s post 

included no reference to individuals or organizations designated as dangerous. It followed 

that the post contained no violating praise

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FProfessionalInterest%2FPages%2FCCPR.aspx&h=AT2Usa2ZtZLkw8KAXpQccYMF8bMz8t2ZeVCdVkgHAKQxm7reXLGBg9qOLNCVH0F75UwqXBI70rdgiC_gCPilOdXnjDUNAtgMp8Xymv9a0fclrxV193ZptSbm9FacwEAt4FwMiO5A-JY
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT3CZ0NMsliB9zpttpoFqZOP0u-1BTSi2NosGilU-Wy33yeB2dI8QAQwdMaXmZy1Y3VFx2ABnsibCcG4IsQsW6We8-6Tt6lfkOOYfiphDD3nY8Uuo0I_-Y7hc9-PtyDWkbJ5AuDq-38
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.undocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252FHRC%252F38%252F35%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT3C0J9Er9l8AHIgCBT5yJw5rRdCC33-qeVHHAiJFgVo6n7uTqn46ObpZf7emMFzzmF4ryOvbkD4JrAuLdiPF_GsTPOhN2bQPpfNAEqClw1JJIVYJq6yHpYU7WvoYP-1nVsErpejRtk
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FA%2F74%2F486&h=AT1-dGa85tOg0gCZZmOoDe5b-IiWTLXQz9jVeOUZ4UB1_Z-FLWnmDxWtDT6dAqffMcT-wzUUF4-7Smmf7ri8c2tCWHAl4Qv-VsGRnRjCFpHOVeAjvHYnpD0e-0uzWiLcxhsCH1kb3fs
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftbinternet.ohchr.org%2F_layouts%2F15%2Ftreatybodyexternal%2FDownload.aspx%3Fsymbolno%3DCCPR%252FC%252F21%252FRev.1%252FAdd.5%26Lang%3Den&h=AT3z71XEPSg85aNtSQULPM0u-wxSVzRycYV9g9SmsAhR-VXqsEXOH2AX2KhoMeYlYdrOAC4zucr6uA2Ys_G5TYxYFJPG7-UTcfKXm8fHkaTgWzzfwkHshTfy068uzmfjB1mxAvxkOsM
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FA%2FHRC%2F22%2F49&h=AT3vC_xcSd3Q-lIN9cXdaFv9OflblwvXTANTzgp3CtR8w2OvDedP2XT2LfFXZ-krfmD-gezliQ-dHdheLlNdEMZXICoAk5s_2HoiFzY4JxyIAuKebBechS_DAGBzIkxhL1e3xdeFXxE
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FIssues%2FMinorities%2FSRMinorities%2FPages%2FAnnual.aspx&h=AT2s_-gRzGl7lagC6p1VBIdd9lChIf9u12fRmmyUjaRP5kbwGatGO9yEAMeR3yiejswIhc8gg49-Gykn-ggeyXKChbYoI65Ct5jrQPLzCzpSalItv6SP_ZzxW0OgPvIZDo2ZBMb3ly0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdigitallibrary.un.org%2Frecord%2F533996%3Fln%3Den&h=AT1JBMEF28W44jp5LrzWA5A8inLs5taNfsfohnl2kiZzZ7xvkfwrnAOZSjaiyDLPTtwQ8sGyudOGMNxz_wpE_emMHWrzgjmc8c59rj2A-tGhDsFxnNzn5h2LQrlknTesZkKX_wfV_Jo
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdigitallibrary.un.org%2Frecord%2F451555%3Fln%3Den&h=AT1zIYW1YGaRwtvKyJKF8WNoWpa8sQpmtxDs077TBnUy8BrS4trdcDA_x7dInyrCpy4z4IJriey2PDiIuMlGEsUyAf-SKccDSP217i3OuavzUpdNP37oq851NqT88jrDX8BmdccZjWE
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdigitallibrary.un.org%2Frecord%2F786613%3Fln%3Den&h=AT0xE6IHMimDQsqoq41wyVKn7i487WmnFU6rjhozvwySRnVuo_MZfCe5DfkvqK19qI685eXwalOC-sXx5tNpX-gdYgSlfGzGRU-qMfAz0cXcSuywpMFEAjiYtc_FTzFcvY6xc2eCqMg
https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/dangerous_individuals_organizations
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that the post contained no violating praise. 

 Facebook explained that the error was due to the length of the video (17 minutes), the 

number of speakers (two), the complexity of the content, and its claims about various 

political groups. The company added that content reviewers look at thousands of pieces 

of content every day and mistakes happen during that process. Due to the volume of 

content, Facebook stated that content reviewers are not always able to watch videos in 

full. Facebook was unable to specify the part of the content the reviewer found to violate 

the company’s rules. 

 While the user appealed the decision to Facebook, they were informed that Facebook 

could not review the post again due to staff shortages caused by COVID-19. 

7. Third-party submissions

 The Oversight Board received six public comments related to this case. Two comments 

were submitted from Europe and four from the United States and Canada. The 

submissions covered the following themes: the scope of political expression, Facebook’s 

legal right to moderate content, and the political context in India. 

 To read public comments submitted for this case, please click here. 

8. Oversight Board analysis

8.1 Compliance with Community Standards

 The Board concluded that Facebook’s original decision to remove the content was 

inconsistent with its Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standard. 

 The content referred to the BJP as well as the RSS and several of its leaders. Facebook 

explained that none of these groups or individuals are designated as “dangerous” under 

its Community Standards, and it was unable to identify the specific words in the content 

that led to its removal. The Board noted that, even if these organizations had been 

designated as dangerous, the content clearly criticized them. The content did praise one 

group – Indian farmers who were protesting. It therefore appears that inadequate time or 

attention was given to reviewing this content

https://www.oversightboard.com/sr/decision/2021/003/public-comments
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attention was given to reviewing this content. 

 The Board finds that the Dangerous Individuals and Organizations Community Standard 

is clear that violating content will be removed. The Introduction to the Community 

Standards, as well as Facebook’s Help Centre and Newsroom, explain that severe or 

persistent violations may result in a loss of access to some features. In this case, 

Facebook explained to the Board that it imposed an automatic restriction on the user's 

account for a fixed period of time for repeat violations. The Board found this would have 

been consistent with the company’s Community Standards had there been a violation. 

 Facebook explained to the Board that account restrictions are automatic. These are 

imposed once a violation of the Community Standards has been determined and depend 

on the individual’s history of violations. This means that a person reviewing the content is 

not aware of whether removal will lead to an account restriction and is not involved in 

selecting that restriction. The Board notes that the consequences of enforcement 

mistakes can be severe and expresses concern that account level restrictions were 

wrongly applied in this case. 

8.2 Compliance with Facebook’s values

 The Board found that Facebook’s decision to remove the content was inconsistent with 

its values of “Voice,” “Dignity” and “Safety.” The content linked to a media report and 

related to important political issues, including commentary on the alleged violation of 

minority rights and the silencing of opposition by senior BJP politicians and the RSS. 

Therefore, the incorrect removal of the post undermined the values of “Voice” and 

“Dignity.” 

 Facebook has indicated it prioritizes the value of “Safety” when enforcing the Community 

Standard on Dangerous Individuals and Organizations. However, in this case, the content 

did not refer to, or praise, any designated dangerous individual or organization. Instead, 

the Board found that the content criticized governmental actors and political groups. 

8.3 Compliance with Facebook’s human rights responsibilities

 Facebook’s application of the Community Standard on Dangerous Individuals and 

Organizations was inconsistent with the company’s human rights responsibilities and its

https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/introduction
https://www.facebook.com/help/116393198446749?helpref=faq_content
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fnews%2F2018%2F08%2Fenforcing-our-community-standards%2F&h=AT3esdXd7BhgMFHkXQrL19j-A_yK_IEm81doSSzr-FUcg3tYikTZa5eFNpQWz5dnbgcgwTrOsk532TfJzDmog35ZwTiUGI3kiSCveOkpOAg937bKqdFX2BPXBnTrumHf6CQlgIYziIM
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Organizations was inconsistent with the company s human rights responsibilities and its 

publicly stated commitments to the UNGPs. Principles 11 and 13 call on businesses to 

avoid causing or contributing to adverse human rights impacts that may arise from their 

own activities or their relationships with other parties, including state actors, and to 

mitigate them. 

I. Freedom of Expression and Information (Article 19, ICCPR)

 Article 19 of the ICCPR guarantees the right to freedom of expression, and places 

particular value on uninhibited public debate, especially concerning political figures and 

the discussion on human rights (General Comment 34, paras 11 and 34). 

 Article 19 also guarantees the right to seek and receive information, including from the 

media (General Comment 34, para. 13). This is guaranteed without discrimination, and 

human rights law places particular emphasis on the importance of independent and 

diverse media, especially for ethnic and linguistic minorities (General Comment 34, para. 

14). 

a. Legality

 The Board has previously raised concerns with the accessibility of the Community 

Standard on Dangerous Individuals and Organizations, including around Facebook’s 

interpretation of “praise,” and the process for designating dangerous individuals and 

organizations ( case decision 2020-005-FB-UA). Precise rules are important to constrain 

discretion and prevent arbitrary decision-making (General Comment No. 34, para. 25), 

and also to safeguard against bias. They also help Facebook users understand the rules 

being enforced against them. The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression has 

raised concern at social media companies adopting vague rules that broadly prohibit 

“praise” and “support” leaders of dangerous organizations (report A/HRC/38/35, para. 

26). 

 The consequences of violating a rule, e.g. suspension of account functionalities or 

account disabling, must also be clear. The Board is concerned that information on 

account restrictions is spread across many locations, and not all set out in the Community 

Standards as one would expect It is important to give users adequate notice and

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F04%2FFacebooks-Corporate-Human-Rights-Policy.pdf&h=AT3Cvih-P-WZx0-Nwo8EJ5F_BWF7WDkJNOWC9qRu5pZ4t9Npo0UZlcyUwrmmTdpi3IL72XQu4g1qDhQfbezdx5eiB-Mj_nnKpJDMv8rbqkk6nwKZpHZWa0qkPKfyGGewNmX7yitalNY
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-2RDRCAVQ/
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Standards as one would expect. It is important to give users adequate notice and 

information when they violate rules so they can adjust their behavior accordingly. The 

Board notes its previous recommendations that Facebook should not expect users to 

synthesize rules from across multiple sources, and for rules to be consolidated in the 

Community Standards ( case decision 2020-006- FB-FBR, Section 9.2). 

 The Board is concerned that the Community Standards are not translated into Punjabi, a 

language widely spoken globally with 30 million speakers in India. Facebook’s Internal 

Implementation Standards are also not available in Punjabi for moderators working in this 

language. This will likely compound the problem of users not understanding the rules, 

and increase the likelihood of moderators making enforcement errors. The possible 

specific impacts on a minority population raise human rights concerns (A/HRC/22/49, 

para. 57). 

b. Legitimate aim

 Article 19, para. 3 of the ICCPR states that legitimate aims include respect for the rights 

or reputations of others, as well as the protection of national security, public order, or 

public health or morals. Facebook has indicated that the aim of the Dangerous Individuals 

and Organizations Community Standard is to protect the rights of others. The Board is 

satisfied that the policy pursues a legitimate aim, in particular to protect the right to life, 

security of person, and equality and non-discrimination (General Comment 34, para. 28; 

Oversight Board decision 2020-005-FB-UA). 

c. Necessity and proportionality

 Restrictions must be necessary and proportionate to achieve a legitimate aim. There 

must be a direct connection between the necessity and proportionality of the specific 

action taken and the threat stemming from the expression (General Comment 34, para. 

35). Facebook has acknowledged that its decision to remove the content was a mistake, 

and does not argue that this action was necessary or proportionate. 

 Mistakes which restrict expression on political issues are a serious concern. It is 

particularly worrying if such mistakes are widespread, and especially if this impacts 

minority language speakers or religious minorities who may already be politically

https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-XWJQBU9A/
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minority language speakers or religious minorities who may already be politically 

marginalized. The UN Special Rapporteur on minority issues has expressed concern at 

hate speech targeting minority groups on Facebook in India (A/HRC/46/57, para. 40). In 

such regional contexts, errors can silence minority voices that seek to counter hateful and 

discriminatory narratives, as in this case. 

 The political context in India when this post was made, with mass anti-government 

farmer protests and increasing governmental pressure on social media platforms to 

remove related content, underscores the importance of getting decisions right. In this 

case, the content related to the protests and the silencing of opposition voices. It also 

included a link to an interview from a minority language media outlet on the topics. 

Dominant platforms should avoid undermining the expression of minorities who are 

protesting their government and uphold media pluralism and diversity (General Comment 

34, para. 40). The account restrictions which wrongfully excluded the user from the 

platform during this critical period were particularly disproportionate. 

 Facebook explained that they could not carry out an appeal on the user’s content due to 

reduced capacity during the COVID-19 pandemic. While the Board appreciates these 

unique circumstances, it again stresses the importance of Facebook providing 

transparency and accessible processes for appealing their decisions (UNGPs, Principle 11; 

A/74/486, para. 53). As the Board stated in case decision 2020-004-IG-UA, cases 

should be appealed to Facebook before they come to the Board. To ensure users’ access 

to remedy, Facebook should prioritize the return of this capacity as soon as possible. 

 The Board acknowledges that mistakes are inevitable when moderating content at scale. 

Nevertheless, Facebook’s responsibility to prevent, mitigate and address adverse human 

rights impacts requires learning from these mistakes (UNGPs, Principles 11 and 13). 

 It is not possible to tell from one case whether this enforcement was symptomatic of 

intentional or unintentional bias on behalf of the reviewer. Facebook also declined to 

provide specific answers to the Board’s questions regarding possible communications 

from Indian authorities to restrict content around the farmer’s protests, content critical of 

the government over its treatment of farmers, or content concerning the protests. 

Facebook determined that the requested information was not reasonably required for 

decision-making in accordance with the intent of the Charter and/or cannot or should not

https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/IG-7THR3SI1/
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decision making in accordance with the intent of the Charter and/or cannot or should not 

be provided because of legal, privacy, safety, or data protection restrictions or concerns. 

Facebook cited the Oversight Board’s Bylaws, Article 2, Section 2.2.2, to justify its refusal. 

 Facebook answered the Board’s question on how Facebook’s moderation in India is 

independent of government influence. The company explained that its staff receive 

training specific to their region, market, or role as part of the Global Ethics and 

Compliance initiative, which fosters a culture of honesty, transparency, integrity, 

accountability and ethical values. Further, Facebook’s staff are bound by a Code of 

Conduct and an Anti-Corruption Policy. 

 The Board emphasizes the importance of processes for reviewing content moderation 

decisions, including auditing, to check for and correct any bias in manual and automated 

decision-making, especially in relation to places experiencing periods of crisis and 

unrest. These assessments should take into account the potential for coordinated 

campaigns by governments and non-state actors to maliciously report dissent. 

 Transparency is essential to ensure public scrutiny of Facebook’s actions in this area. 

The lack of detail in Facebook’s transparency reporting makes it difficult for the Board or 

other actors to assess, for example, if enforcement of the Dangerous Individuals and 

Organizations policy has particular impacts on users, and particularly minority language 

speakers, in India. To inform the debate, Facebook should make more data public, and 

provide analysis of what it means. 

9. Oversight Board Decision

 The Oversight Board overturns Facebook's decision to take down the content and 

requires the post to be restored. The Board notes that Facebook has already taken action 

to this effect. 

10. Policy advisory statement

 The following recommendations are numbered, and the Board requests that Facebook 

provides an individual response to each as drafted. 

Accessibility
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Accessibility

 1. Facebook should translate its Community Standards and Internal Implementation 

Standards into Punjabi. Facebook should aim to make its Community Standards 

accessible in all languages widely spoken by its users. This would allow a full 

understanding of the rules that users must abide by when using Facebook’s products. It 

would also make it simpler for users to engage with Facebook over content that may 

violate their rights. 

Right to remedy

 2. In line with the Board’s recommendation in case 2020-004-IG-UA, the company 

should restore human review and access to a human appeals process to pre-pandemic 

levels as soon as possible while fully protecting the health of Facebook’s staff and 

contractors. 

Transparency reporting

 3. Facebook should improve its transparency reporting to increase public information on 

error rates by making this information viewable by country and language for each 

Community Standard. The Board underscores that more detailed transparency reports 

will help the public spot areas where errors are more common, including potential specific 

impacts on minority groups, and alert Facebook to correct them. 

*Procedural note:

 The Oversight Board's decisions are prepared by panels of five Members and approved 

by a majority of the Board. Board decisions do not necessarily represent the personal 

views of all Members. 

 For this case decision, independent research was commissioned on behalf of the Board. 

An independent research institute headquartered at the University of Gothenburg and 

drawing on a team of over 50 social scientists on six continents, as well as more than 

3,200 country experts from around the world, provided expertise on socio-political and 

cultural context. The company Lionbridge Technologies, LLC, whose specialists are 

fluent in more than 350 languages and work from 5 000 cities across the world provided
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fluent in more than 350 languages and work from 5,000 cities across the world, provided 

linguistic expertise. 
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